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OUTLINE 

• Cooper Basin Overview 
• Exploration for Unconventional Gas 
• Shale Gas  
• Tight Gas (Basin-centred gas) 
• Coal Seam Gas 
• Resource Estimates 
• 2012 Drilling Activity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon everyone and thank you for coming along to my presentation today.  The purpose of my talk is to introduce you to the continuous gas plays that are being pursued by explorers in the Cooper Basin.I will cover the shale gas , tight gas and coal seam gas plays in the South Australian part of the Cooper Basin. I will also summarise some of the publically available resource estimates and current and planned exploration for 2012.



COOPER BASIN OVERVIEW 

Gidgealpa 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the location of the Cooper Basin in Australia, and the oil and gas fields in the South Australian part of the Basin.The first commercial gas discovery was made at Gidgealpa 2 in 1963.  Since then a number of conventional oil and gas fields have been discovered in the Basin.  To end June 2011 the SA part of the Cooper and Eromanga basins has produced 5 tcf of gas76 mmbbls oil equivalent of condensate154 mmbbl of oil and77 mmbbl oil equivalent of LPG.



COOPER BASIN OVERVIEW 

(Top Patchawarra) 

(Near Top Permian) 

(Top Cadna-owie) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SA Cooper Basin comprises three major troughs separated by structural ridges - shown on the right side figure.The Cooper Basin is Permo-Carboniferous to Triassic in age.  Sediments infill an erosional land surface shaped by the Gondwana glaciation. This is shown on the left figure, a seismic line over the Merrimelia Ridge.  The line is flattened on various horizons. It shows that the Permian infills palaeo-valleys on each side of the Merrimelia palaeo-hill.  A compressional stress regime resulted in gentle folding and the reactivation of thrust faults in the underlying Warburton Basin.



COOPER BASIN OVERVIEW 

Palaeogeographic reconstruction of the Australian Plate, Late 
Carboniferous to Early Permian (after Veevers,1984 and Baillie et al., 
1994). 

Shale Gas Tight Gas CSG 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Australian Plate lay at high latitudes throughout the Early Permian to Early Triassic.  Peat swamp and floodplain facies were deposited during the waning stage of the Gondwana glaciation. The Permian includes two extensive lacustrine units, the Roseneath and Murteree shales, that are being targeted for shale gas. Thick coals in the Patchawarra and Toolachee formations are being targeted for coal seam gas.  Fluvial and deltaic sands throughout the Permian are being targeted for tight gas.



EXPLORATION FOR UNCONVENTIONAL GAS 
• 1998: Cooper Basin JV - 4m 

Patchawarra coal seam cored 
for desorption analysis 
(Dorodillo 2 gas appraisal well). 

• 2006: Cooper Basin JV - 9.4m 
Roseneath Shale core (Moomba 
175 gas development  well).  

• 2007: Cooper Basin JV –
100,000 scf/day from a fracced 
Patchawarra Formation coal 
(Moomba 77 gas development 
well). 

• 2010: Strike Energy drilled the 
first dedicated CSG well in the 
Cooper Basin – Forge 1 

• 2010: Beach Energy drilled the 
first dedicated shale gas well – 
Encounter 1 

Moomba 77 –  
Patchawarra Formation 

Total Gas 
0.1 1 10 1000 100 

10m coal seam at ~2900m 
~900 units Total Gas 

http://www.santos.com/library/110909
_International_Investor_Presentation.
pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cooper Basin JV, operated by Santos, has been investigating the unconventional gas potential of the Cooper Basin for a number of years. Santos has acquired coal and shale cores in gas appraisal and development wells. In 2007 Santos fracture stimulated a Patchawarra coal flowing gas at 100,000 standard cubic feet per day.The first dedicated unconventional wells in the Cooper Basin were drilled only recently in 2010. Forge 1, drilled by Strike Energy, targeted coal seam gas, and Encounter 1, drilled by Beach Energy, targeted shale gas.  



SHALE GAS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll now describe the continuous gas plays in the Cooper Basin, beginning with the Shale Gas Play:As mentioned, the Roseneath and Murteree shales are the shale gas targets in the Cooper Basin. The play is often referred to as the REM shale play, being the Roseneath-Epsilon-Murteree package.The shales are actually almost exclusively siltstones that were deposited in a large freshwater lake.  Occasional drop stones in the Murteree Shale indicate seasonal ice flows.The left figure shows the Cooper Basin shale gas play fairways. The dashed black line defines the Murteree Shale exceeding 30m thickness. The solid red line shows where the shales lie within the wet gas window.  The solid pink line shows where they fall within the dry gas window. 



SHALE GAS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cross plots on this slide show that the Roseneath and Murteree shales are dominated by Type III, humic-rich, gas prone kerogen. TOC values in the Roseneath Shale range 0.84 to 10.3%  - averaging 3.76%. TOC values in the Murteree Shale range 0.86 to 4.7% - averaging 2.4%.Roseneath Shale TOC: 18 wells, 50 samplesMurteree Shale TOC: 27 wells, 86 samples



SHALE GAS 

~ 24 scf/t at 3800 psi, T = 167.8°C 

Figure from Montgomery et al, 2005. AAPG © 2005. Used by permission of the 
AAPG whose permission is required for further use.  

Adsorption isotherms for Barnett Shale core samples 
Mitchell Energy 2 T.P. Sims well, Wise County – No temperature information provided. 

Adsorption isotherm for Roseneath Shale core 
sample, Moomba 175 

3800 psi 

60-125  
scf/t 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Santos cored part of the Roseneath Shale in the Moomba 175 well, drilled in 2006.  Comprehensive analysis of this core was carried out by Weatherford Laboratories.  This data is publically available.  The bottom left figure is the methane adsorption isotherm for a sample from that core. It indicates that the adsorbed gas storage capacity of the sample is 24 standard cubic feet per ton at 3800 psi pressure. Adsorption isotherms for a Barnett Shale well are shown for comparison. The adsorbed gas storage capacity of the Roseneath Shale core is considerably less that the Barnett example – but this is just one datapoint.  As adsorption capacity is a function of organic carbon content, higher TOC samples will have higher gas storage capacity.Shale core analyses undertaken by operators over the past year or so are not yet publically available, however operators are stating that results are favourable.



TIGHT GAS 

High resistivities in the Permian succession of the Nappamerri 
Trough suggest gas saturation (from Hillis et al, 2001) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving on now from Shale Gas to Tight Gas:Richard Hillis and others described the evidence for a basin-centred gas accumulation in the Nappamerri Trough, in an APPEA paper presented in 2001. The evidence presented includedThe resistivity of the Permian exceeding 20Ωm over large intervalstests recovering gas with no water, andthe presence of gas in overpressured compartments indicative of hydraulic isolation.  The Permian in the Nappamerri Trough easily exceeds 1000m in the deeper parts.  Very thermally mature, gas-prone source rocks are interbedded with low permeability sands, ideal for the creation of a basin-centred gas accumulation.



TIGHT GAS 

WIMMA 1 (from WCR) 
• High mud gas readings in 

Permian sandstones 
• Log interpretation indicates tight 

section, with low Sw (30-40%) 
• Small gas flows from Permian 

sands on DST  
• DST pressure charts indicate 

LOW PERMEABILITIES but 
HIGH FORMATION 
PRESSURES 

Wimma 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Permian in the Patchawarra Trough also has the necessary elements for a basin-centred gas accumulation – gas-prone coals, sufficient maturity for thermal gas generation, low porosity and permeability reservoirs interbedded with the source rocks, and gas shows.At Wimma 1, in the deepest, most mature part of the Patchawarra Trough, high gas kicks were recorded from Permian sandstones, but DST results were disappointing. DST pressure charts indicated low permeabilities, but high formation pressures.



TIGHT GAS 

20km 

Regional east-west cross section through the northern Piceance Basin 
depicting the regional distribution of gas and water within the Mesaverde 
(from Yurewicz et al, 2008. AAPG © 2008. Reprinted by permission of 
the AAPG whose permission is required for further use). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are proposing the tight-gas accumulation in the Mesaverde Group of the Piceance Basin as an analogy for the Nappamerri Trough.  A regional cross-section through the northern Piceance Basin is shown on this slide.The Piceance Basin accumulation is the product of several important circumstances:Large volumes of gas were generated from thick Mesaverde coals as they achieved high thermal maturity. Gas migration was inhibited by the very low permeability, and discontinuous nature of the fluvial sandstone reservoirs. The gas generation rate exceeded the rate at which gas could escape, resulting in overpressure. Eventually, the pressure of the gas phase in the pore system exceeded the capillary pressure of the water-wet pores, and water was expelled from the pore system.  This resulted in the development of an overpressured, gas-saturated reservoir with little movable water.  Gas generation has been negligible since around 25Ma, but overpressure has been retained.



TIGHT GAS 

Figure from Strong et al, 2002 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sands in the Patchawarra Formation are similarly discontinuous fluvial sands.The figure on the left is from a 2002 APPEA paper by Paul Strong and others. The figure shows the interpreted palaeogeography of a small interval of the Patchawarra Formation in the Moomba-Big Lake area.  You can see the major channel belts feeding into the Nappamerri Trough, with floodplain and peat mire deposits in-between.



TIGHT GAS 
Patchawarra Formation 
Tmax vs HI cross plot 

Base Patchawarra Formation maturity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The low permeability Patchawarra sands in the Nappamerri Trough are interbedded with highly mature source rocks. Coal and carbonaceous shale of the Patchawarra Formation are the principal source rocks of the Cooper Basin, in terms of richness, quality and thickness. The cross-plot on the left shows that Patchawarra Formation source rocks have a mix of both Type II and Type III kerogen.  The map on the right shows that maturity at the base of the Patchawarra Formation exceeds 2.5% Ro in the Nappamerri Trough.



TIGHT GAS 

Oil expulsion versus time, Cooper Basin (PGSA Volume 4: 
Cooper Basin – Figure 9.32) 

Gas expulsion versus time, Cooper Basin (PGSA Volume 4: 
Cooper Basin – Figure 9.33) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Burial history modeling  of the Cooper Basin was carried out as part of the NGMA study in the late 90’s.   Results of the modeling  indicate that generation and expulsion of hydrocarbons from Cooper Basin source rocks occurred in the mid Cretaceous.  However as is the case in the Piceance Basin, overpressure has been retained in the Nappamerri Trough even though generation has ceased.



TIGHT GAS 

Regional Seal 

Regional Seal 

Regional Seal Nappamerri Group 

Roseneath Shale 

Murteree Shale 

Bulyeroo 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how has overpressure been retained?Two things may have contributed to the preservation of overpressure in the Nappamerri Trough.Firstly the presence of thick, regional seals in the Cooper Basin succession, essentially providing a lid to the pressure cooker.The Murteree Shale provides a regional seal for the Patchawarra Formation.The Roseneath Shale for the Epsilon Formation.And the Nappamerri Group for the Toolachee Formation.



TIGHT GAS 

Nappamerri Group 

Basement 

Permian 
Vc Horizon 

P Horizon 

Z Horizon 

Merrimelia Ridge Nappamerri Trough Della - 
Nappacoongee Ridge 

20km 

N Horizon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The infilling nature of the Permian sediments may also have assisted in preserving overpressure.As I mentioned at the beginning of my talk, the Permian sediments infilled an erosional land surface shaped by the Gondwana glaciation.  The palaeo-hills on each side of the Nappamerri Trough form the sides of the pressure cooker. 



COAL SEAM GAS 

Shale Gas Tight Gas CSG 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now the real challenge – deep coal seam gas.  Challenging because the Cooper coals generally occur at depths that are considered too deep for coal seam gas due to cleat closure and permeability reduction.�Thick, extensive coal seams occur in both the Patchawarra Formation and the Toolachee Formation.



COAL SEAM GAS 

Figure from Strong et al, 2002 

Wireline log correlation for the Patchawarra Formation highlighting the 
lateral continuity of the VC50 coal seam over 8 km at this location (sonic 
>115 microsecs/ft shaded black to highlight coals) 

VC50 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Santos geoscientists have developed a detailed chronostratigraphic framework for the Patchawarra Formation -  it is shown here in the top right corner of the slide, as published in their 2002 APPEA paper.The VC50 chronostratigraphic unit corresponds to the thickest and most continuous coal seam in the Patchawarra Formation – the VC50 coal.  The unit also corresponds to the Vc seismic horizon. The log correlation on this slide highlights the thickness and continuity of the VC50 coal – it can be easily correlated over 8 km at this location.



COAL SEAM GAS 
Patchawarra Formation – coal isopach Base Patchawarra Formation maturity 

Ro = 0.95%  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the Patchawarra total coal isopach on the left and the base Patchawarra maturity on the right The area inside the red line on the left figure shows where the Patchawarra coals will be mature for significant thermogenic gas generation. 



COAL SEAM GAS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of a thick Patchawarra coal seam, ranging 13 to 23m, are given in this table.  Total gas readings recorded whilst drilling through the coal are also given – you will see that the readings are very high indicating that these coals contain a lot of gas. 



COAL SEAM GAS 

Bindah 3 VC50 coal (8971’ 5”), SEM micrograph showing 
microporosity (from Weatherford Laboratories petrology report in 
Bindah 3 Well Completion Report). 

Bindah 3 VC50 coal (8977’ 5”), SEM micrograph showing microporosity 
(from Weatherford Laboratories petrology report in Bindah 3 Well 
Completion Report). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much of this gas may occur as free gas in pores within the coal.  SEM work on VC50 coal from Bindah 3 has shown that the coals contain significant microporosity.  A few examples from that work are shown here.Most of the microporosity occurs as cell lumen along telinite and semifusinite bands.The VC50 coal seam is thick and continuous in parts of the Basin and may be suited to gas extraction using horizontal drilling and hydraulic stimulation techniques.  



COAL SEAM GAS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coals in the Toolachee Formation can also be very thick.At Paning 1, in the Arrabury Trough, there is a Toolachee coal seam that is more than 25m thick.  Very high mud gas readings of 2000 to 4000 units total gas were recorded whilst drilling through this coal.  



COAL SEAM GAS 
Toolachee Formation – coal isopach Top Toolachee Formation maturity 

Ro = 0.95%  
Paning 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the Toolachee total coal isopach on the left and the top Toolachee maturity on the right The area inside the red line on the left figure shows where the Toolachee coals will be mature for significant thermogenic gas generation. Paning 1 lies within this area.



RESOURCE ESTIMATES 

• Cooper Basin JV Unconventional Gas Project operated by 
Santos – 2C unconventional gas resource of 3.3 Tcf gas 
(shale gas, tight sands and deep coal) 

• Beach Energy’s Nappamerri Trough Project - initial gross 
contingent resource of 2 Tcf of sales gas constrained to a 
10x10km area around Holdfast 1 and Encounter 1 (shale 
gas and tight sands) 

• Beach has stated that there is potential for at least 15-20 Tcf 
gas in terms of probable contingent (2C) resources in PEL 
218 (Gas Today Article, Nov 2011). 

• The US Energy Information Administration has estimated 
that the entire Cooper Basin (SA and QLD) has a risked 
recoverable shale gas resource of 85 Tcf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how much unconventional gas might there be in the SA Cooper Basin?Beach Energy and the Cooper Basin JV already have contingent unconventional gas resources totaling more than 5 Tcf.  This is equivalent to the total sales gas production from the SA Cooper Basin to date.Beach has stated that there is potential for at least 15-20 Tcf gas in terms of 2C resources in PEL 218.In April 2011 the US EIA released their report titled “World Shale Gas Resources: An initial assessment of 14 regions outside the United States”.  In this report the US EIA estimated that the entire Cooper Basin has a risked recoverable shale gas resource of 85 Tcf.



2012 DRILLING ACTIVITY 

• ~16 vertical wells planned to test continuous gas plays in the 
Cooper Basin (4 completed,  3 in progress) 

• 3 horizontal wells to test shale gas deliverability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exploration for unconventional gas accumulations in the SA Cooper Basin is accelerating with 16 vertical wells and three horizontal wells planned to test continuous gas plays in 2012.We hope that this work will begin to unlock unconventional gas resources that will extend Cooper Basin gas production for decades to come.



PACE 2020: ENERGY 
• New PACE 2020 program with a 

clear focus on South Australia’s 
Energy resources 

• Research into: 
• Unconventional gas resources 
• Investigation of State’s frontier 

basins 
• Geothermal Reservoirs and 

rock/fluid mechanics 
• State Uranium resources and 

exploration modelling 
• Gas storage 

PACE Energy 

SA Geothermal 

Unconventional Gas 
Resources 

Uranium 

CO2 CRC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before ending I will quickly mention the new Pace Energy program. The program includes research into the State’s unconventional gas resources. One of our goals is to update the Petroleum Geology of South Australia Cooper Basin volume – we plan to include a chapter on unconventional gas plays.We will also be producing a comprehensive SA Cooper Basin GIS database to assist explorers.



COME AND SEE 
US AT  
 

BOOTH 3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you again for coming to my talk today. And please drop by and see us at Booth 3 near the entrance to the Exhibition Hall!
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